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 MYTHOLOGIES OF WORK: A COMPARISON OF FIRMS IN

 STATE SOCIALISM AND ADVANCED CAPITALISM*

 MICHAEL BuRAwoy JANOS LUKACS

 University of California, Berkeley Hungarian Academy of Sciences

 Comparative studies of capitalist and state socialist countries have rested on weak
 empirical bases, namely the comparison of ideal type models or comparisons of the
 realities (often distorted) of one society with an ideal type of the other. This is
 particularly true of the firm, which has remained a black box in conventional

 analyses of state socialism. On the basis of case studies of two comparable firms,
 one in the United States and one in Hungary, we criticize eight stereotypes that
 underly the presumption that state socialist firms are necessarily less efficient than
 capitalist firms. We then propose conditions under which capitalistfirms may be less
 technically efficient than state socialist firms.

 Recent developments in sociology have seri-
 ously questioned the assumptions about labor
 markets and labor processes that underpin
 economic models of capitalism. It is now time
 for sociology to examine some of the corre-
 sponding assumptions in economic models of
 socialism. Sociological perspectives toward
 'communism" have been drawn either from
 political science, which until recently had
 dwelt on the repressive or totalitarian charac-
 ter of Soviet societies, or from economics,
 which has insisted on the irrationality of such
 societies. From these perspectives of terror
 and waste it remains a mystery how Soviet
 societies, or what we shall call .state socialism,
 have been able to survive as long as they
 have-in the case of the Soviet Union, almost
 seventy years. We badly need new perspec-
 tives.

 In this paper we study the distinctive social
 and economic reproduction of state socialism
 through a controlled comparison of a Hunga-
 rian and an American firm. We show how the
 operation of the socialist firm can belie many of
 the stereotypes held not just by political scien-
 tists and economists, sociologists, and Marx-
 ists but also by politicians, managers and
 workers, and not just in the capitalist world but
 in Soviet societies themselves. The tenacious-
 ness of these stereotypes can be attributed in

 * Direct all correspondence to: Michael Burawoy,
 Department of Sociology, University of California,
 Berkeley, California 94720.

 For their assistance we should like to thank the
 workers and managers at BAnki, Laszl6 Cseh-
 Szombathy, Elemer Hankiss and Csaba Mak6. We
 are also grateful for the comments of Linda Blum,
 Ellen Comisso, Ilona Er6s, Istvan Gdbor, Peter
 Galasi, Carol Hatch, Gdbor Kertesi, Brian Powers,
 Mary Waters, Ron Weitzer, Erik Wright and three
 anonymous referees. This research was made possi-
 ble by a grant from the National Science Foundation.

 part to political and ideological factors and in
 part to presumptions of backwardness and in-
 efficiency. However, they also spring in part
 from the absence of studies that compare the
 actual operation of state socialist and capitalist
 firms. Where comparisons have been made
 they generally have been of a macro character
 and fail to compare like with like, thus confus-
 ing levels of abstraction. This is particularly
 clear among orthodox Marxists and neo-
 classical economists.

 According to orthodox Marxist analysis,
 capitalism's historical function is to build up
 the productive capacities of the human species
 through the advance of technology and work
 organization. There are limits to this process
 however. Eventually the contradictions inher-
 ent in capitalism between the private appropri-
 ation of surplus and the social transformation
 of nature stifle the expansion of the productive
 forces. There ensues a period of revolution:
 socialism is installed and releases the fettered
 productive capacities. Property relations are
 transformed and, through central planning,
 economic efficiency is given renewed impetus.
 Neo-classical economics argues, on the con-
 trary, that socialist societies based on central
 planning are necessarily less efficient than
 capitalist societies. Private pursuit of profit in a
 market is the only effective means of advanc-
 ing efficiency and developing productive ener-
 gies.

 Both orthodox Marxists and neo-classical
 economists are guilty of a methodological
 error: comparing an empirical reality of one
 society with an ideal type of another. Marxists
 have tended to undertake a critical analysis of
 capitalism through a usually implicit compari-
 son with a speculative socialism-a society
 without classes in which individuals are recon-
 ciled with the collectivity through their self-
 conscious making of history. This ideal type is
 usually left unexamined and is therefore uto-
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 724 AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW

 pian. At the same time Marxists avoid exam-
 ining actually existing socialism, what Nuti
 (1981) calls socialism on earth, as a relevant
 contrast to capitalism. They have generally re-
 garded such societies as in transition between
 capitalism and some "true" socialism (Mandel,
 1974), a form of capitalism (usually state
 capitalism) (Bettelheim, 1976), or a legacy of
 pre-capitalist "Asiatic" modes of production
 (Bahro, 1978). Only very recently has the
 Marxist tradition attempted to develop either
 theoretical models or concrete studies of such
 actually existing state socialisms that compare
 their distinctive social structures and their
 dynamics and mechanisms of reproduction
 with those of capitalism.

 When they have studied state socialism,
 neo-classical economists, on the other hand,
 have been guilty of the obverse error. They
 have compared an empirical reality of Soviet
 societies with an ideal-type conception of
 capitalism. They too easily presume that
 capitalist societies actually operate according
 to the logic of capitalist efficiency; they only
 rarely undertake controlled comparisons of
 capitalist and state socialist societies.' Fur-
 thermore, although neo-classical economists
 may have gone further than Marxists in exam-
 ining the realities of state socialism, those
 realities are usually filtered through official
 sources, interviews with interested parties,
 meaningless surveys, or letters to newspapes
 from purportedly aggrieved persons. Vast
 areas of state socialist society remain impervi-
 ous to their eyes, not least the socialist firm.

 In short, whereas Marxists contrast the
 realities of capitalism with an unexamined ideal
 type of socialism, those western economists
 who have examined actually existing state so-
 cialism have done so within an ideal-type
 model of capitalism. The task of the first part of
 this paper, therefore, is to elaborate theoretical
 models of capitalism and state socialism.
 Based on the work of Szelenyi (1982), Bauer
 (1978) and Kornai (1980), these models not
 only outline the distinctive features of the eco-
 nomic and political contexts within which the
 two firms operate, but also generate two dif-
 ferent logics of work organization if raw mate-
 rials are to be transformed into useful goods. It

 is in terms of the transformation of inputs into
 outputs, that is the realization of production
 possibilities, that we assess the level of tech-
 nical efficiency.

 In the second part of this study we see to
 what extent the actual levels of technical effi-
 ciency of the two firms can be explained in
 terms of their approximation to or deviation
 from the theoretically derived logics of work
 organization. We do this by examining how
 the firms measure up against a series of
 stereotypes, all of which suggest that capitalist
 firms are technically more efficient than so-
 cialist firms. These stereotypes have never
 been empirically well grounded, but emerge
 precisely from viewing state socialism through
 the prism of capitalist logic and from projecting
 downwards onto the micro-level the widely
 held assumption that at the macro-level state
 socialist societies are less efficient than
 capitalist societies.2

 Based on our comparison of machine shops
 in the United States and Hungary we shall not
 only cast doubt on the universality of the
 stereotypes but also question the misplaced
 logic that underlies them. Inevitably some will
 comnent on the limited empirical basis of our
 corrective to prevailing views, but we believe
 that one such comparative case study is better
 than none. At the same time we make no
 claims to the generality of our two cases. There
 is no evidence that state socialist firms are

 I Typical is the frequently cited article by
 Grossman (1963) that emphasizes the difficulties
 command economies face in achieving "micro-
 balance" of supply and demand, while assuming that
 such a balance is more readily achieved in a market
 economy. There are, of course, notable exceptions,
 such as Berliner's (1974) study of managerial incen-
 tives in the United States and the Soviet Union, and
 Bergson's (1971) comparison of productivity be-
 tween the two countries.

 2 There are a number of studies that have shown
 that at a system level the productivity of the USSR is
 less than the U.S. Needless to say, the computations
 are very complex and make many assumptions.
 Briefly they involve comparing the output of one
 country with the output of the other, if the second
 were to use the inputs of the first. According to
 Berliner's (1964) calculations for 1960, if the US used
 Soviet inputs and if the outputs are calculated in
 Soviet prices then the relative "efficiency" of the
 USSR non-farm economy is between 36 and 39 per-
 cent of the US. On the other hand, if USSR used
 American inputs and calculated output in US dollars,
 the relative "efficiency" of the USSR non-farm
 economy turns out to be between 87 and 98 percent
 of the US. A similar but more elaborate analysis by
 Bergson (1971) arrives at a relative productivity of
 the Soviet Union between 39 and 59 percent of the
 United States. The results raise many interesting
 questions of interpretation. Higher average factor
 productivity can be attributed to stage of economic
 development rather than "system efficiency". Fur-
 thermore, if we attribute the difference to greater
 "efficiency," this does not imply greater technical
 efficiency of enterprises but can be explained in
 terms of allocational efficiency. Finally, the figures
 only refer to efficiency as realization of production
 possibilities, not to optimal output which would in-
 volve an evaluation of non-economic objectives and
 costs.
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 CAPITALIST AND SOCIALIST WORK 725

 generally technically more efficient than
 capitalist firms. We are saying, however, that
 technically efficient socialist firms are as pos-
 sible as technically inefficient capitalist firms.
 Conventional theories do not seriously con-
 sider such possibilties and can explain them
 only in an ad hoc manner. The place to seek
 answers to such questions is first and foremost
 in the firm itself, which in conventional
 analyses has remained a theoretical black box
 and an empirical void. Only after examining
 the functioning of the firm is it possible to
 broach the conditions and mechanisms which
 produce and reproduce technically efficient
 and inefficient firms in the two economic sys-
 tems. We tentatively explore this issue in the
 conclusion, underlining a fundamental flaw in
 the models of capitalism and state socialism
 presented here and elsewhere.

 Even if we were to claim that state socialist
 firms are as technically efficient as capitalist
 firms, this would by no means imply that the
 economic systems are equally efficient. Tech-
 nical efficiency at the level of the firm, what
 economists have also called X-efficiency, can-
 not be generalized to the level of society. We
 shall say nothing about what economists call
 social or allocational efficiency, i.e., the opti-
 mal use of resources at given techniques to
 satisfy competing ends (Liebenstein, 1966;
 Wiles, 1977, Chapter 15). Nor do we claim that
 a technically efficient firm is necessarily eco-
 nomically successful-it may, for example, ef-
 ficiently produce goods that cannot be sold for
 a profit due to market factors, or be continually
 held up by shortage of materials. It is also
 possible for an economically successful firm to
 be technically inefficient in both systems.

 Finally, it will doubtless be argued that not
 only have we picked two arbitrary factories but
 also that Hungary is not a typical state socialist
 society3. Some may even argue that it is not a
 state socialist society at all. Yet it undoubtedly
 approximates the model of state socialism pre-
 sented in the first part of the paper. To be sure,
 there is state socialism and state socialism just
 as there is capitalism and capitalism, but to
 argue that Hungary is an exception is too easy
 a solution and a way of avoiding issues. Sociol-
 ogy has too easily accepted the stereotypes
 supplied by Sovietologists: not only unsub-

 stantiated stereotypes concerning state so-
 cialism but also erroneous stereotypes about
 the functioning of capitalist societies against
 which they implicitly and sometimes explicitly
 evaluate Soviet societies.

 CAPITALIST AND STATE
 SOCIALIST LOGICS

 Capitalist and state socialist societies vary a
 great deal, yet it is still possible to work with
 the distinction between capitalist economies,
 which operate through the private appropria-
 tion of surplus legitimated by the ideology of
 private property, and state socialist societies,
 which operate through the central appropria-
 tion of surplus legitimated by the ideology of
 rational redistribution-that is, the direction of
 society carried out in the name of a "scien-
 tifically" produced common interest (KonrAd
 and Szelenyi, 1979; Szelenyi, 1982). The con-
 crete realization of both systems varies be-
 tween societies, of course, and some societies
 can be seen as articulations of both types, with
 one prevailing. Recognizing this, models can
 still be developed. But they are models and
 crude ones at that, which we will modify and
 elaborate as we proceed through the empirical
 analysis as well as in the conclusion to this
 paper.

 The viability of a capitalist enterprise de-
 pends on its profitability-a function of the
 difference between the value of inputs and out-
 puts, values which are given independently to
 the enterprise by the market. The market is
 responsible for the allocation of those inputs
 and outputs, and also establishes competition
 among enterprises, determining which enter-
 prises will be profitable. The viability of a state
 socialist enterprise depends on its success as
 defined through bargaining between it and the
 state. The institutional context is the plan,
 which directly or indirectly regulates the allo-
 cation of goods and services and establishes
 "success indicators" or "targets". While the
 plan is presented as the incarnation of the col-
 lective interest, its purpose is better under-
 stood as maximizing the redistributive power
 of the state (Szelenyi, 1982).

 Whereas capitalist enterprises are subject to
 hard budget constraints, which are more or
 less rigidly determined, state socialist enter-
 prises are subject to soft budget constraints
 (Kornai, 1980). The softness takes two forms.
 First, prices are subject to political negotiation
 rather than being defined by market forces.
 Second, enterprises have a paternalistic re-
 lationship to the state, so that their continued
 existence is ultimately a political rather than an
 economic decision. The state can decide to
 extend or withdraw subsidies, change prices,

 3 First, we did not pick our two factories. Allied
 was the only place Burawoy was able to get ajob and
 he was helped by a close relation who was manager
 of the engineering department. We stumbled into
 BAnki as a resuilt of a lecture Lukacs gave at a
 conference attended by its director. Second, the dis-
 tinctiveness of Hungary may lie as much in the free-
 dom to conduct research and the relative openness of
 public discussion as in its industrial organization.
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 726 AMERICAN SOCIOLOGICAL REVIEW

 replace management, offer new investment,
 merge the enterprise with another, or, finally,
 although very rarely, liquidate the enterprise.

 In the pursuit of profit, capitalist enterprises
 attempt to cut costs, not least labor costs, but
 they also compete with one another for cus-
 tomers by cutting prices. The search for profit
 by all leads to the reduction of profit for each,
 and because wages have to be kept to a mini-
 mum, to overproduction. This in turn leads to
 the unemployment of labor and capital which
 are endemic to capitalism. The search for
 profit, then, realises itself as a constraint of
 demand. The success of the socialist firm in-
 volves increasing its bargaining power with the
 state, which it accomplishes by seeking in-
 vestment resources. Here the objective is ex-
 pansion, and the enterprise therefore faces
 supply constraints, be they of raw materials,
 labor or machinery. In other words, the prob-
 lem of shortages in state socialist societies
 cannot be reduced to economic underde-
 velopment but it is endemic to the functioning
 of a centrally directed economy (Kornai, 1980).

 Capitalist firms respond to overproduction in
 the short term by idling capital and laying off
 workers. In the long term they may recompose
 production by transforming the labor process,
 or what is being produced. There are various
 theories of this long-term recomposition, such
 as the theory of long waves (Mandel, 1975;
 Gordon et al., 1982). How do socialist firms
 respond to the problem of shortages? In the
 short term they search, queue, and substitute
 for inputs and outputs; in the long term they
 bargain for investment resources with the
 state. Bauer (1978) has suggested how this
 leads to investment cycles at the level of the
 economy as a whole.

 The capitalist state responds to the problem
 of overproduction through the creation of de-
 mand, either through warfare and/or welfare-
 state spending or by boosting working-class
 purchasing power, for example, via statutory
 minimum wages (Aglietta, 1979; Griffin et al.,
 1982; O'Connor, 1973). In other words, func-
 tional gaps in the market are filled by state
 intervention. In the same way, dysfunctions of
 the plan in state socialist societies are coun-
 tered by the opening up of the market in the
 form of the second economy, which permits
 limited private enterprise to supply state enter-
 prises and consumer needs (Rupp, 1983). Al-
 ternatively, socialist enterprises undergo
 backward integration to control supplies
 (Granick, 1967) while capitalist enterprises
 form oligopolies that attempt to shape demand.
 These stratagems contain but never eliminate
 the distinctive constraints of the two types of
 economy.

 The short term problems facing capitalist

 and state socialist firms pose different prob-
 lems for the organization of work, the subject
 of this paper. The socialist firm must contin-
 ually adapt to the exigencies of supply uncer-
 tainty, that is, to the continually changing form
 and flow of materials, labor, and machinery
 into the enterprise. This requires continual im-
 provisation and readjustment of the labor pro-
 cess, and therefore mandates a flexible mana-
 gerial organization. To be effective, shop floor
 organization must be allowed a certain au-
 tonomy to respond to changing supplies; it
 cannot be controlled from above. The
 capitalist firm, on the other hand, facing short
 term fluctuations in demand, does not have to
 continually transform work organization, but
 rather must expand and contract the size of
 production. Adaptation to uncertainty in the
 market involves quantitative rather than qual-
 itative change in production organization. This
 is compatible with the pressure to increase
 profit through deskilling and the concentration
 of directive power in the hands of manage-
 ment. In this sense Braverman (1974) is correct
 to identify the separation of conception and
 execution as a distinctively capitalist ration-
 ality springing from the search for profit. It is
 only effective, however, insofar as the firm
 faces demand rather than supply constraints.
 In a centrally directed economy, where
 shortages necessitate flexibility in work organi-
 zation, technical efficiency requires managerial
 restraint in the expropriation of control from
 the shop floor.

 THE TWO FIRMS COMPARED

 The plausibility of these schematic models of
 capitalist and state socialist political economies
 rests on their provision of superior explana-
 tions for the similarities and differences be-
 tween work organization in actual capitalist
 and state socialist societies. The examination
 we offer here is limited but nonetheless un-
 usual for its empirical character. It involves a
 comparison of two machine shops-one in the
 United States, where Burawoy worked for ten
 months in 1974-1975 as a miscellaneous ma-
 chine operator, and the other in Hungary,
 where he also worked for two months in 1984
 as a radial drill operator. Lukacs studied the
 operation of the Hungarian firm for over a year
 through interviews and non-participant obser-
 vation at all levels of management. We call the
 U.S. firm Allied. It is the engine division of a
 large multi-national corporation, manufactur-
 ing agricultural and construction equipment. It
 is located in South Chicago, and at the time of
 the study, it employed about one thousand
 people. The Hungarian firm, which we call
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 CAPITALIST AND SOCIALIST WORK 727

 Bdnki, produces parts of gear boxes for the
 larger parent enterprise that makes vehicles
 that are exported to various parts of the world
 as well as sold domestically. It, too, employs
 about a thousand people. The basic work orga-
 nization, technology, and system of payment
 of the two machine shops are very similar.
 Individual operators run individual
 machines-mills, lathes, drills and borers-and
 are serviced by auxiliary workers-truckers, in-
 spectors, set-up men, scheduling men and crib
 attendants. In both shops operators are re-
 warded, for the most part, on the basis of indi-
 vidual piece rates while auxiliary workers are
 paid on time rates. In short, we have a con-
 trolled comparison in which the basic technol-
 ogy is held constant so that we can begin to
 highlight the importance of the wider political
 economy for the organization of work.

 We proceed by examining eight widely held
 stereotypes about work organization and its
 regulation in state socialist societies as com-
 pared to capitalist countries. The data we use
 to discredit the stereotypes are not of a hard
 statistical character but are based on inter-
 views, and participant and non-participant ob-
 servation conducted by the two authors. We
 have tended to present our findings in brief
 conclusive form rather than use the rich
 ethnographic and interview data from which
 they were culled. For more detailed de-
 scriptions the reader can consult Burawoy's
 (1979) study of Allied, his ethnographic ac-
 count (1985b) of a machine operator's life at
 Bdnki and Lukdcs' forthcoming study of
 Banki.

 1. "Labour in Soviet Type Economies Does
 Not Work Hard. Our Source for This Com-
 ment is Common Observation, Unbacked
 by Statistics" (Wiles, 1977:25).

 The relevant literature expresses a unanim-
 ous verdict that the one right socialist workers
 have retained is "the right not to work hard"
 (Holubenko, 1975:22). Explanations abound.
 Wiles' list is the longest: national character,
 hatred of the system of the command econ-
 omy, lack of tools and supplies, improbability
 of being fired, and the low purchasing power of
 marginal earnings (Wiles, 1977:25). Lane and
 O'Dell attribute the "slower pace and more
 careless style" to the workers' peasant back-
 ground (1978:20). Seeger (1981:100-1) attrib-
 utes the fact that Soviet workers "do not work
 very hard and the labour they exert produces
 meagre results" to the "inefficiencies inherent
 in central planning and the backward nature of
 the country's technology." Leaving aside cul-
 tural and developmental factors, the arguments
 are convincing. Because there is little signifi-
 cant unemployment, and because it is hard to

 dismiss employees, workers do not have any
 incentive to work hard. Moreover, in the ab-
 sence of the coercive whip of a labor market,
 workers have a positive incentive to conserve
 their energy in state-sector jobs for their sec-
 ond jobs or for domestic work (Turovsky,
 1981:161-2; Gabor and Galasi, 1981). Yet
 workers at Bdnki labored at least as intensively
 with as high quality results as at Allied.4 Why?

 The piece-rate systems of the two firms
 begin to provide an explanation. At Allied
 operators were paid according to their level of
 production, but they were guaranteed a mini-
 mum wage equivalent to 100 percent output. A
 worker with a job whose rate was difficult to
 make could take it easy, produce at 70 percent,
 and receive a wage equivalent to 100 percent.
 At Banki operators faced a straight piece-rate
 system; they were paid exactly according to
 the number of pieces produced, with no
 guaranteed minimum. Turning in at the 50 per-
 cent rate, we received 50 percent pay. Thus,
 one was always under pressure to make the
 rates. Accordingly, Allied workers labored
 under conditions of wage security and a certain
 employment insecurity (due to the contraction
 of production and consequent lay-offs), while
 at Bdnki employment security was combined
 with wage insecurity. This corresponds to the
 dilemmas of the two types of economy. In a
 demand-constrained economy, labor's pur-
 chasing power is increased through minimum
 wages imposed across directly competing in-
 dustries; at the same time, labor must be ex-
 pelled and absorbed in accordance with
 changing levels of production. In a supply con-
 strained economy, on the other hand, demand
 is contained by binding wages to production,
 while labor is compelled to improvise in the
 face of supply uncertainties (see point 8
 below). A straight piece-rate system of remun-
 eration assists both objectives.5

 4 Other studies of Hungarian firms reinforce our
 observations. See, for example, Hethy and Mak6's
 (1972) study of coach builders; K6ll6's (1983)
 study of textile workers; Farkas' (1983) and Fazekas'
 (1983) studies of machine operators. Lad6 and T6th
 (1983) describe in detail the extra tasks, above and
 beyond the formal requirements of the job, that
 workers have to complete if they are to make their
 piece rates. Haraszti's (1977) study of machine oper-
 ators at Red Star Tractor factory also underlines the
 particularly high levels of labor intensity that can
 obtain in a state socialist enterprise, but see
 Burawoy (1985a: part four) for the specific factors
 that were responsible.

 5 In reality, of course, within a socialist firm, the
 ease with which workers can make their basic wage
 varies just as employment insecurity is unevenly
 distributed within a capitalist firm.
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 2. As Compared to Capitalist Societies, the
 Level of Reward for Effort is Ineffectively
 Determined in State Socialist Societies.
 In capitalist societies remuneration for work

 and piece rates are fixed scientifically, through
 the careful specification of tasks and the pre-
 cise timing of operations. In state socialist
 societies norms are "statistical"-that is,
 based on existing levels of output-or "cen-
 trally determined" outside the enterprise, and
 therefore insensitive to local conditions, or
 manipulated by management to redistribute in-
 come among workers in the firm. "Norms thus
 no longer determined earnings, but rather were
 set at levels that would provide proper levels of
 earnings" (Kirsch, 1972:46). In reality we
 found that norms matched the corresponding
 jobs at least as well as Allied as at BAnki, and
 often better.

 It is true that thirty years earlier, time and
 study men, stop-watch in hand, occupied the
 shop floor timing jobs they suspected of having
 loose rates. But they were too disruptive, in-
 curring the hostility of shop-floor management
 as well as operators. Workers could easily de-
 ceive their adversary, and Taylorist practices
 had to be given up as counterproductive (Ed-
 wards, 1979). The time-study men have long
 since given way to the industrial engineers,
 scouring through output records in a distant
 office. Now, as long as operators don't hand in
 more than 140 percent, their jobs will not be
 subject to rate cutting. Naturally, operators
 often produce at more than 140 percent, but
 they bank the excess for a rainy day. Norms
 are changed only very rarely and the industrial
 engineers have little idea which rates are
 loose.

 At Binki there is indeed an official norming
 process. Management showed us the super-
 scientific methods it uses to calculate norms
 based on estimated time of the body motions
 involved. As we soon discovered, however,
 this is mainly for show. The reality of the
 norming process revolves around the annual
 norm cuts. Of this, about two percent is stipu-
 lated as having come from norm cuts-called
 norm maintenance. Industrial engineers ex-
 amine the output figures and, largely by guess
 work, decide where the loosest rates must be.

 Proposals for norm changes are then sent to
 the department heads, who consult with fore-
 men, union officials, and finally, the operators
 themselves. Then there is a discussion as to
 whose jobs and which norms should be cut.6

 Operators are thus actively involved in cutting
 their own rates, with two consequences. First,
 the looser rates tend to get cut. Second, work-
 ers who have less power in the enterprise might
 face tougher norm cuts. Thus, the norms on
 jobs done by women and Gypsies tend to be
 tougher than those of the more skilled male
 workers. In short, shop-floor negotiation of
 norms at BAnki accounts for their closer re-
 flection of the job, while it is their "'scientific"
 character which explains the misfit at Allied.

 3. Capitalist Economies Promote Constant
 Innovation in Technique and Products,
 Whereas in State Socialist Societies Such
 Pressure Toward Dynamic Change is
 Weak.

 We have so far been considering processes
 of "adaptation" of firms to their economic en-
 vironment. These processes take place contin-
 ually at Banki in accordance with the exigen-
 cies of supply. Innovation, on the other hand,
 refers to permanent changes in technology or
 organization that enhance technical efficiency.
 In this field socialist firms are reputed to be
 particularly inept.

 Eastern European societies seem to become
 less and less able to generate significant in-
 novations in any of the substantial, value
 creating fields of social life from technology
 through science to art. With the growth of a
 social-political conservatism there proceeds
 the increasingly imitative character of their
 development in all sectors of society (Feher
 et al., 1983:36).

 Capitalist firms, on the other hand, confronted
 with competition to produce new and ever
 cheaper commodities to satisfy consumer de-
 mand, are continually forced to change both
 what they produce and how they produce it.

 Berliner begins his account of the innovation
 decision in Soviet industry with the statement,
 "It is the innovative vitality of the modern
 capitalist economies that has placed the subject
 on the agenda of the analysis of the Soviet
 brand of socialism" (1976:xi). The Soviet En-
 terprise, he argues, faces an unfavorable in-
 centive system and decision rules, organi-
 zational obstacles, and an unresponsive price
 structure. Bonuses and sanctions are distrib-
 uted according to the fulfillment of plan
 targets, and above all output targets (whether
 measured in monetary or physical terms)-
 although, according to Berliner, reforms since
 1965 have given profitability a more central
 role. Substantial overfulfillment courts an in-
 crease in the targets-but not in the

 6 Here are the figures from the last four years of
 proposed and accepted norm cuts. In 1981, 659 were
 proposed and 323 (49%) were accepted; in 1982, 837
 were proposed and 465 (55.6%) were accepted; in
 1983, 457 were proposed and 265 (58%) were ac-

 cepted and in 1984, 385 were proposed and 294
 (76.4%) were accepted.
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 CAPITALIST AND SOCIALIST WORK 729

 bonuses-in the next period. Like machine
 operators paid by by piece rates, enterprise
 directors have an interest in not overfulfilling
 above a certain percentage when plans are
 slack, and in underfulfilling when the plans are
 taut. They bargain with central planners for
 loose plans, concealing capacity rather than
 innovating.

 An innovating enterprise faces organi-
 zational obstacles that make the incentive
 system even more unfavorable. Berliner
 enumerates the following: the shortage and un-
 certainty of materials and equipment, particu-
 larly if they are not routinely incorporated in
 the plan; the remoteness of the institutes of
 research and development from the day-to-day
 realities of production; and the inadequacy of
 the sales organization. Finally, the price
 structure compounds the problems created by
 the incentive system and organizational obsta-
 cles. Prices are important, not as a medium of
 exchange, but as accounting devices to decide
 which decision rule to follow. They are gener-
 ally based on the cost of production plus a
 stipulated percentage for profit, without ref-
 erence to its social or use value. This by itself
 is a disincentive to introduce new techniques,
 although it is somewhat counteracted by cost
 reduction expectations built into the plan.
 Since prices are also relatively permanent,
 older products tend to be more profitable than
 newer ones, given the high costs of innovation.
 Taking all these factors together, one wonders
 how it is that an established state socialist en-
 terprise ever introduces a new technique or
 product.

 The realities at Allied and Bdnki do not quite
 fit this picture. At Bdnki there are continual
 pressures to innovate, and management seeks
 to reorganize production more efficiently, in-
 troducing more modern machinery, recon-
 structing relations between departments, im-
 proving planning and work scheduling. Allied
 management, on the other hand, seems content
 to keep on doing things in the same way as
 before, and visible pressures for innovation are
 few. In 1974-75 the engineering manager had
 plans to improve some of the equipment, but
 he had so little money for research and new
 capital equipment that the plans never left the
 drawing board.

 How can one account for this reversal of
 stereotypes? Allied is a division of a large
 multi-national. Its relationship to corporate
 headquarters is akin to the stereotypical pic-
 ture painted above of the relationship between
 the state socialist enterprise and the central
 planners. It has few resources with which to
 innovate, and the central enterprise allows it to
 enter the open market and seek alternative
 customers only when it has first supplied the

 needs of the corporation. The division
 negotiates annual plans stipulating the number
 of each type of engine it is expected to produce
 and the (internal) prices they will be sold for.
 These plans may be arbitrarily changed during
 the year to align with the changing demand for
 agricultural and construction equipment, for
 which the division does receive some compen-
 sation. During the period of the study
 (1974-75), the general manager was replaced
 because of an operating deficit. The sort of
 pressures that are presented as obstacles to
 innovation in state socialist firms can be found,
 for similar reasons, in multi-national capitalist
 corporations.

 At Banki, on the other hand, pressure to
 innovate comes directly from the recognition
 that there are limits to planning; it is difficult to
 plan innovation so it is "forced". In addition to
 demanding the production of specific numbers
 of specific parts, the central enterprise expects
 efficiency to increase by roughly five percent
 every year, of which norm cuts are, say, two
 percent, as outlined above. If left unchecked,
 this pressure would make norms tighter and
 tighter, disruptive struggles would develop on
 the shop floor, or workers would leave. This
 was precisely what happened at Red Star
 Tractor Factory in the aftermath of the eco-
 nomic reforms (Burawoy, 1985a: part four).
 New machines or new products allow man-
 agement to introduce new, and therefore
 looser, norms. Where the ratchet principle op-
 erates there are continual pressures to inno-
 vate.

 Berliner's account of the innovation decision
 contains only two actors, enterprise directors
 and state planners, whereas the above descrip-
 tion underlines the role of workers. One must
 establish not only the external framework
 within which the enterprise operates, but the
 exigencies of production as well. Here we see
 that external constraints, including supply un-
 certainties and cost reduction, require man-
 agement to continually innovate in order to
 elicit the cooperation of workers and fulfill its
 plans. The response of the enterprise, whether
 capitalist or state socialist, to external pres-
 sures for innovation is by no means given, but
 is instead critically dependent on relations
 among different managerial departments and
 levels, as we shall see in later sections.7 We

 7Thus, for example, we discovered an elaborate
 incentive structure in the Hungarian steel industry,
 according to which managers can more than double
 their income through sponsoring innovations. Highly
 rewarded innovation is a prerogative of manage-
 ment. If workers propose an innovation they can get
 paid only a nominal sum, but if they elicit the coop-
 eration of their bosses and then of their bosses'
 bosses, and so on, the amount of the reward in-
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 must first examine the process of production
 more carefully.

 4. Planning Leads to Shortage and Therefore
 Hoarding, Which Further Intensifies Short-
 age, Creating Anarchy on the Shop Floor,
 Whereas the Market Guarantees the Effi-
 cient Allocation of Resources and Thus the
 Smooth Coordination of Work.

 But the Plan mentality has also spawned a
 chaos all its own .... [T]he Plan engendered
 storming, featherbedding in factory work
 forces, the end-of-the-month hassle over raw
 materials, the short-changing, phony figures,
 and systematic deception at all levels (Smith,
 1976:282).

 In both Marxist and non-Marxist literature
 the stereotype of capitalist work organization
 is one of effective coordination through mana-
 gerial domination. The flow of raw materials
 between machines and the distribution of labor
 are all smoothly integrated with one another
 through scientific management and the expro-
 priation of control from the director producer.
 State socialist work, on the other hand, is
 dogged by malcoordination. Planners change the
 targets; supplies of materials and machinery
 never arrive on time, in the right quantity or
 even in the right form. Production is contin-
 ually disrupted, especially by "rush work" or
 "storming" toward the end of plan periods.
 The literature paints a picture of perpetual
 chaos as management strives to direct a recal-
 citrant labor force toward ever-changing pro-
 duction operations and quotas (Granick, 1967;
 Nove, 1965; Berliner, 1957; Seeger, 1981;
 Ticktin, 1976; Smith, 1976).

 Again the realities of the two firms belie the
 stereotype. The rush work at Allied is much
 more intense and widespread than at B&nki. At
 Allied one frequently breaks set-ups and inter-
 rupts runs of pieces for hot jobs that have to be
 done "yesterday". Rush work and compulsory
 overtime intensify as orders are due. The qual-
 ity of work suffers too. Piles of defective pieces
 lie strewn over the shop floor, particularly
 around the inspector's bench. These, together
 with the uncompleted engines lining the aisles,
 dissolve the image of efficient capitalist work
 organization into a picture of confusion and
 anarchy. At Bdnki materials and completed
 parts move through the plant much more
 rapidly. One never sees the piles of scrap; what
 scrap does appear is quickly removed. One
 hardly ever breaks set-ups to begin a new job.

 Only once during the two months in 1984 did
 we see this happen. Just before the completion
 of the half-year plan, a fellow radial drill oper-
 ator was asked to start a new job before he had
 finished the one at hand. His fury indicated just
 how rare such an event was. At Bdnki an ef-
 fective system of work scheduling stipulates
 what each department has to produce in ten-
 day periods. As we moved toward the comple-
 tion of the half-year plan overtime increased,
 but there was not the mad panic that could
 descend onto the Allied shop floor when orders
 were due.8

 How can we explain this apparent reversal of
 stereotypes? Part of the answer lies in Allied's
 character as a division of a multi-national cor-
 poration, suffering from precisely the
 shortages and plan target changes from other
 divisions that stereotypically face the state so-
 cialist enterprise. BAnki had managed to con-
 trol the problem of supplies in part through the
 use of regional party ties, and in part through
 effective advance planning and reorganization
 of management so that the material supplies
 department was firmly under the surveillance
 of the production manager. Other reasons why
 the work process is so much better coordinated
 and directed at BAnki than at Allied relate to
 the utilization of labor, to which we turn next.

 5. Whereas Capitalist Firms Attempt to Re-
 duce Labor Costs, State Socialist Firms
 Seek to Hoard Labor in Anticipation of
 Fluctuating Labor Requirements and Be-
 cause it has Zero Marginal Cost.

 [A] Soviet director, still basically induced to
 place priority on the fulfillment of an
 output-based target, and faced with the

 creases commensurately. Ordinarily managers' in-
 comes are little more and sometimes less than that of
 semi-skilled workers, so that money from innova-

 tions can be critical to maintaining their life style.

 8 We would tentatively suggest that rush work is
 most likely to occur when there are both supply and
 demand constraints. Lad6 and T6th (1982) describe
 rush work in an electronics firm with workers living
 in the factory and laboring around the clock in cer-
 tain periods, while at others staying at home and
 undertaking second jobs. The firm was subject to an
 intensive shortage of materials on the one hand and
 the demand for punctual delivery on the other. Usu-
 ally socialist firms face weak demand constraints but
 here the customer placed exacting and politically
 enforced demands on the firm. In one of the most
 systematic studies of arythmical work, Laki (1980)
 comes to similar conclusions, namely that arythmical
 work is the result of accountability to the state which
 generates both shortages and ministerial pressures to
 increase profits and sales. Where the demand con-
 straints are particularly rigid, as in production for
 exports and investment goods, rush work is more
 pronounced. Particularly relevant to the discussion
 here are Laki's figures which suggest that rush work
 is not much more prevalent in socialist than in
 capitalist countries, although Hungary has one of the
 worst records.
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 combination of short operational plan pe-
 riods and uncertain supply links with other
 organizations, can be expected to be loath to
 part with any resources, however marginal.
 "Storming," the mad rush at the end of the
 plan period to ensure plan fulfillment at any
 cost, is still a key characteristic of the Soviet
 economic system, and storming is difficult if
 you do not have spare workers to throw into
 the melee when the situation becomes des-
 perate (Dyker, 1981:57).

 As long as "excess" labor is built into the wage
 fund, there is no incentive to reduce this par-
 ticular cost. In the capitalist firm, on the other
 hand, managers seek to economize on labor,
 particularly indirect labor, that is, the auxiliary
 employees who serve directly productive
 operators. At Allied these are the truck driv-
 ers, crib attendants, inspectors, and set-up
 men. There is indeed an attempt to economize
 on such auxiliary work, but it is counter-
 productive.

 First, particularly at the beginning of the
 shift, there are lines outside the crib and in-
 spector's office, as workers wait for tools or
 fixtures or for their first piece to be checked,
 while others hang around their machines wait-
 ing for the trucker to deliver their stock. Paid
 on a daily rate, the auxiliary workers have no
 material incentive to work quickly, and any
 incentive is dampened by the apparently end-
 less demands on their time. Second, the short-
 age of auxiliary workers leads to considerable
 lateral conflict between them and the operators
 straining to "make out". Minutes lost waiting
 for the trucker, inspector, or crib attendant
 reduce output, making it more difficult to
 achieve the prized 140 percent. In short, the
 attempt to cut direct costs to the bone leads to
 major bottlenecks, inefficiencies, wasted time
 and work disruption-none of which is found
 at Banki. There, an adequate supply of auxil-
 iary workers allows production to be effec-
 tively coordinated without undue lateral ten-
 sions. In terms of societal rationality one might
 wonder which of the two alternatives is prefer-
 able: underemployment inside the factory to
 absorb tensions created by shortages in the
 context of rigid output targets, or unemploy-
 ment outside the factory with associated at-
 tempts to cut labor costs inside, resulting in
 mounting organizational tensions. This brings
 us to the next conventional wisdom, concern-
 ing the mechanisms of distribution of labor
 power among enterprises.

 6. Administrative Allocation of Labor andlor
 Central Determination of Wages in State
 Socialist Societies Make(s) the Deployment
 of Labor Less Than Optimal, Whereas in

 Capitalist Societies the Market Assures the
 Optimal Allocation of Labor by Rewarding
 it According to its Marginal Productivity.

 The owner of labour power is under a statu-
 tory obligation to sell his labour power for a
 price which is administratively set and which
 has in principle nothing to do with the
 surplus that labour will produce. The owner
 of labour is not allowed to bargain collec-
 tively or individually over the price of his
 labour power. He cannot decide to withhold
 his labour and to try to sell the products of
 his labour rather than his labour power.
 Under these circumstances we cannot speak
 meaningfully of a labour market (Szelenyi,
 cited in Fehrr et al., 1983:34).

 This, too, is more or less the perspective of the
 official Soviet labor policy (Wiles, 1981:17).
 Nevertheless, few now give much credence to
 the idea that the state directs the distribution of
 labor between enterprises, even in the Soviet
 Union.

 Even under "high Stalinism" . . . the bulk of
 the working population were constrained by
 essentially negative controls, rather than
 active direction as such. Since the death of
 Stalin, the situation has become simpler and
 we can say that in general terms, only mem-
 bers of the Communist Party and new gradu-
 ates, for the first three years after gradua-
 tion, are subject to active direction....
 Coercion, then, is not a key element in the
 process of labour planning in the contempo-
 rary Soviet Union.... [W]hen it comes to
 the allocation of the given labour force be-
 tween jobs, between enterprises and be-
 tween regions, it is hardly surprising that the
 wage system does, and is meant to, play a
 fundamental role, as it does in the West
 (Dyker, 1981:40-41).

 That stereotype of the West is far from accu-
 rate, however. A considerable literature shows
 how labor markets in advanced capitalist
 societies diverge from the model of perfect
 competition. The original dual labor-market
 perspectives pointed to the balkanization of
 markets supplying different sectors of indus-
 try, to the importance of gender and racial dis-
 crimination in the allocation of people to firms,
 and to the development of internal labor
 markets, relatively sealed off from the external
 labor market and operating through a dis-
 tinctive set of rules based on seniority. Soci-
 ologists have come a long way from the
 early crude models and have begun to specify
 what structural variables (industrial sector,
 internal organization of the firm, market domi-
 nance of firm) best account for differences in
 income, security of employment and working
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 conditions (Hodson and Kaufman, 1982; Baron
 and Bielby, 1980, 1984; Kalleberg et al., 1981;
 Berg, 1981). Whatever the differences are
 among these writers, one thing is clear: the
 idea of a perfect labor market is not tenable:
 labor is not rewarded according to its marginal
 productivity and it does not move freely be-
 tween firms. The organization of the labor
 market at Allied confirms this revisionist pic-
 ture. There workers join the firm at the lowest
 jobs, requiring the least skill and commanding
 the least pay, and proceed up an internal
 "career" ladder by bidding on vacant jobs; the
 worker with sufficient expertise and the most
 seniority gets the job. Lay-offs operate in re-
 verse, so that through a system of bumping,
 workers with least seniority get laid off first.
 Seniority also determines the size of one's ben-
 efits. This makes it expensive to move to an-
 other firm, where one would begin again at the
 bottom of the job ladder. The longer one stays
 with a firm, the more likely one will remain.
 Equally, management's right to fire workers is
 restricted to clear and persistent violation of
 rules recognized by both union and manage-
 ment, which further inhibits the effectiveness
 of the external labor market.

 At BAnki there is no administratively devel-
 oped internal labor market with its systematic
 rewarding of seniority. Workers cannot be
 easily fired, and management has little interest
 in firing workers in the face of existing labor
 shortages. Workers can leave of their own ac-
 cord, though, if they can find better jobs. Al-
 though average wages are centrally stipulated,
 the enterprise is still left with the possibility of
 rewarding workers according to their market
 price. Thus, for example, radial drill operators
 are in short supply, so management has to find
 some means of holding on to them. It is not
 possible to increase their basic wage directly,
 so instead they are given a lot of overtime,
 some of which is not actually worked. In other
 parts of the factory management in 1984 was
 considering setting up VAllalati GazdasAgi
 Munkakdzds6g (VGMK), essentially a system
 of internal subcontracting whereby self-
 selected and self-regulating worker collectives
 are assigned to and paid for the completion of a
 given task. This system allows workers to re-
 ceive higher rates of pay for work done in
 normal hours without its being charged to the
 firm's wage fund (see Stark and LukAcs, 1985).
 These maneuvers to increase workers' pay,
 also found in the Soviet Union (Turovsky,
 1981:162-5), demonstrate the strength of the
 external labor market in affecting the distribu-
 tion and price of labor.9 Indeed, it is stronger at

 BAnki than at Allied, whose internal labor
 market provides insulation from the external
 one.

 None of this should be surprising. Planning
 meets definite limits in the subjective character
 of labor power as potential producer and con-
 sumer. Dictatorship over needs is impossible;
 one can only indirectly control productive ac-
 tivities through training and incentives, and
 consumption through the provision of a limited
 range of goods. State intervention into the
 labor market has only limited impact (Fazekas
 and K6160, 1985). To be sure, in the heyday
 of socialist primitive accumulation, there were
 attempts at a true dictatorship over needs, but
 like programmatic attempts to minimize state
 intervention under early capitalism, they had
 to be given up as hopeless (Polanyi, 1944). Just
 as capitalism necessarily contains an irreduci-
 ble arena of central direction, so state so-
 cialism must contain an irreducible arena of
 market forces.

 7. In State Socialist Societies Conflict Be-
 tween Management and Workers is Either
 Repressed or Atomized; in Advanced
 Capitalist Societies it is Institutionalized
 and Collectivized.

 [T]he totalizing social system of domination
 which encompasses nearly all areas of indi-
 vidual life and involves each individual in a
 complicated set of dependencies upon (and
 complicity with) the apparatus, has, as it
 were, two faces. On the one hand it means
 not only the lack of formal safeguards (for
 individuals or communities) against the ac-
 tions of the apparatus, but also the actuality
 of an enormous pressure generated by the
 latter to disrupt all informal, spontaneous
 social connections and ties beyond the con-
 fines of the family. On the other hand, the
 ensuing atomization of individuals is accom-
 panied by a system of measures which pro-
 vide relative protection against chance mis-
 haps and, more importantly, give a safe and

 9 For an account of the free play of the external
 labor market in Hungary, see Gabor and Galasi

 (1981) and Galasi and Szirdczki (1985). Kdvdri and
 Sziraczki (1985) describe the dilemma of an enter-
 prise seeking to both attract new workers and keep
 old ones. In 1979 its strategy was to increase the
 basic wage for newcomers so that it approached that
 of the old timers, and at the same time to uncouple
 actual earnings from basic wages. In this way key
 workers could earn two to three times their basic
 wage, mainly through overtime, while new arrivals
 would struggle to make their basic wage. Five years
 later, facing an even worse labor shortage, the com-
 pany introduced VGMKs in an attempt to retain the
 allegiance of core workers. The VGMKs not only
 provided earnings for workers but proved to be
 cheaper than the two alternatives: importing Polish
 guest workers and contracting work out.
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 orderly character to everyday existence.
 (This naturally again characterizes the de-
 veloped social system and not the epoch of
 its historical establishment.) And most of the
 "cushioning-off' measures exist not as
 clearly stated and enforceable rights, but as
 favours granted for good behaviour (Feher et
 al., 1983:76).

 Seeger states this in a more extreme idiom:

 The end result is a collection of sullen, disil-
 lusioned, unproductive workers who have
 little say in economic decisions and who
 have no outlet for their grievances. The
 party which claimed to represent them and
 guarantee them a privileged position in soci-
 ety has failed them. No other institution has
 been permitted to challenge the party for
 authority. It is easy to see why the regime
 reacted so quickly and so brutally to repress
 the tentative efforts by a few workers to
 organize independent trade unions
 (1981:105).

 How do our two factories measure up to these
 images? At Banki there are few signs of the
 union or party defending the interests of work-
 ers against management. Indeed, in most
 workers' eyes, the party and the union are in-
 struments of managerial domination. But that
 does not mean that struggles are necessarily
 repressed or atomized. Rather, as Crozier
 (1963) has argued in another context, uncer-
 tainty, so characteristic of the labor process in
 a state socialist enterprise, provides the foun-
 dation of considerable worker power and
 potential resistance to managerial dictatorship.
 On the one hand, shop management at Bdnki is
 very powerful on the shop floor. In particular,
 the foreman commands a wide range of re-
 sources including the allocation of special
 bonuses, vacation time, new tools and
 "standstill" pay, and is centrally involved in
 any transfers or promotions in his section.1l
 On the other hand, key workers are able to
 pose considerable countervailing power by
 virtue of their position in the labor process or
 through their particular skill and experience.
 Management is forced to rely on such workers,
 who are then able to extract concessions in
 defense of their interests. The strength of such
 key workers is all the stronger when there are
 union officials and party members in their
 midst. Similar bifurcation of the labor force has

 been found among construction workers
 (Hethy and Mako, 1978), among machine
 operators (Farkas, 1983; K6vdri and
 Szirtczki, 1985), among electronics workers
 (Lad6 and T6th, 1985), and among transporta-
 tion workers (Sziratczki, 1983). As Mak6 (1985)
 and Kertesi and Szirdczki (1985) have argued,
 within the firm a core and periphery develop,
 following the character of the production pro-
 cess and reinforced by the distribution of party
 and union officials.

 At Allied, struggles are indeed in-
 stitutionalized, but for that very reason they
 are also atomized. The internal labor market
 and grievance machinery constitute workers as
 individuals with rights and obligations. Work-
 ers' ability to bid off their jobs gives them a
 definite if limited power vis-a-vis shop-floor
 management. If this undermines collective or-
 ganization, it also constrains managerial autoc-
 racy. The foreman in particular has less au-
 thority than at Banki, where he is not bound by
 a set of intricate rules governing the distribu-
 tion of workers and work, and grievances and
 collective bargaining. If workers at Allied are
 protected from arbitrary managerial depreda-
 tions, at the same time their interests are firmly
 tied to the firm by virtue of the rewards to
 seniority and collective bargaining.

 In 1974, these institutions appeared to be as
 natural and inevitable as capitalism itself.
 Since then, recession, mounting unemploy-
 ment and an aggressive assault on union
 strength has met with relatively little effective
 resistance from rank and file, precisely be-
 cause the organs of collective grass-roots
 struggles have been eroded. The very institu-
 tions that earlier protected workers and bound
 them to the firm have been turned against them
 to extract concessions and reimpose a new
 managerial despotism in the factory (Burawoy
 and Smith, 1985). Conflict is less in-
 stitutionalized and managerial domination
 more and more arbitrary. Again the stereotype
 is confounded.

 8. Bureaucracy Pervades State Socialist
 Societies, Hampering the Efficient Organi-
 zation of Work and Undermining Respon-
 siveness to Human Needs. Capitalist
 Societies, on the Other Hand, Operating
 Through the Market, Assure the Optimal
 Allocation and Coordination of Resources
 While Catering to Consumer Tastes.

 The directive planning of state socialism is
 frequently linked to a vision of a monstrous
 and inhuman bureaucracy which is unrespon-
 sive to pressures from below. "The Soviet bu-
 reaucracy has to be inefficient in order to ac-
 complish its true aim: to stem the tide, to defer
 the satisfaction of the population's needs"

 10 It is widely believed that Hungarian foremen
 have lost considerable power during the last thirty
 years and that they are the weakest link in the mana-
 gerial hierarchy. Lukdcs (1984) argues that this is far
 from being the case in reality and emphasizes the
 continuing strength and centrality of the foreman in
 Hungarian industry.
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 (Feher et al., 1983:178). Enterprises are
 hamstrung by rules that lead to sub-optimal
 allocation of resources and to the production of
 waste. As ever, under capitalism the market
 guarantees the smooth integration of produc-
 tion functions, as well as linking supply to de-
 mand.

 In reality it turns out that Banki is relatively
 free of restrictive rules, while Allied is en-
 shrouded by bureaucratic regulation. We have
 already noted the importance of the internal
 labor market, the grievance machinery and
 collective bargaining at Allied. These institu-
 tions operate through a set of well-defined bu-
 reaucratic rules that protect workers against
 managerial arbitrariness. At Banki we noted
 both the absence of such explicit rules and
 management's ability to direct work and work-
 ers within limits defined by the bargaining
 power of core workers. There may be rules but
 no one takes much notice of them.1'

 Rules at Allied have two sources. First, they
 emerged with labor struggles in the 1930s when
 the foundations of the existing labor legislation
 were laid-the period of the Depression, when
 labor sought security above all else, and
 capitalism was suffering from a crisis of under-
 consumption. The rules forged out of the
 struggles gave labor an array of job rights,
 more or less unique among capitalist societies.
 But rules on the Allied shop floor have another
 source: they have been a means for higher
 management to exercise control over produc-
 tion (see also Edwards, 1979). Department
 heads regularly promulgate rules dictating the
 way their shop-floor agents should behave.
 Thus, there are always new rules regulating the
 removal of tools and fixtures from the crib, the
 inspection of pieces, and the distribution of job
 and set-up cards. Each new set of rules dis-
 rupts the lateral coordination of work and
 exacerbates tensions between operators and
 auxiliary workers. Operators spend most of
 their time maneuvering around the rules in an
 attempt to re-coordinate work on the shop
 floor.

 At Banki the union is too weak and col-
 laborative to enforce rules that would defend
 workers against management. More interest-
 ing, though, we did not notice attempts by
 higher management to direct production on the
 shop floor. The planning department stipulates
 what must be produced every ten days and
 with what materials, but it is up to shop-floor
 management to organize the production process
 itself. The department superintendent is as

 much an emissary and representative of the
 interests of the department as he is the agent of
 higher management. In other words, top man-
 agement grants the workshop a certain au-
 tonomy in order to organize production in ac-
 cord with the exigencies of an uncertain envi-
 ronment, in this case particularly technological
 scarcity. We can now see a further function of
 the piece-rate system. It is not merely a means
 of stimulating hard work; it also compels a
 creative autonomy in response to disruptions
 in the production process. Shop-floor control,
 whether management- or worker-directed, far
 from being inimical to planning is the sine qua
 non of efficient production in the context of
 endemic supply constraints generated by cen-
 trally directed economies. Bruszt's (1984)
 study of foreign management consultants
 shows how the attempt to impose capitalist
 rationality in the form of scientific management
 and bureaucratic lines of authority can lead to
 chaos in a Hungarian firm.

 CONCLUSION

 Can state socialist firms be as efficient as
 capitalist firms? We have argued that the tech-
 nical efficiency at Bainki's machine shop was
 greater than at Allied's. In comparison to Al-
 lied, Bainki operators work as hard if not harder
 and produce higher quality work, norms are
 better adjusted to jobs, pressure for innovation
 is more continuous, planning on the shop floor
 is more effective, the external labor market is
 better able to tie rewards to skills and experi-
 ence, and bureaucratic rules that interfere with
 production are more limited. This flies in the
 face of conventional wisdom and the reader
 may continue to insist that these are two freak
 cases and nothing more can be learned from
 them. However, we believe our comparative
 case study has more than curiosity value. It
 does offer clues as to the conditions under
 which state socialist firms might be more tech-
 nically efficient than equivalent firms in ad-
 vanced capitalist societies.

 Throughout the discussion of the eight
 stereotypes, time and again we noted how Al-
 lied approximated the stereotype of the so-
 cialist firm and Bdnki the stereotype of the
 capitalist firm. It is as if we have stumbled
 across a capitalist firm in a socialist society and
 a socialist firm in a capitalist society. There is a
 kernel of truth here: the capitalist corporation
 can in some ways be likened to a socialist soci-
 ety. It operates through the centralized appro-
 priation and redistribution of surplus from the
 member divisions so that the relationship
 among the divisions are akin to relations
 among enterprises in a socialist society with a
 paternalistic relation to the center. This cer-
 tainly was true of the relationship of Allied to

 I Mak6 (1985) has termed this situation "quasi-
 bureaucracy". There are bureaucratic rules, but
 shop floor workers and managers, instead of follow-
 ing them, exhibit a certain autonomy necessary for
 adaptation to production exigencies.
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 its headquarters, despite its self-financing ap-
 pearance. It is not surprising, therefore, that
 this hierarchical relationship should give rise to
 problems of shortages, rushing, poor quality
 work, and so forth. The corporation insulates
 the division from market pressures. Corre-
 spondingly, the socialist enterprise seals off its
 constituent firms from the state, permitting,
 although not necessitating, economic criteria
 to dominate relations among those internal
 units. Clearly, our own models, formulated in
 the first part of this paper, and those from
 which they were derived, do not adequately
 distinguish different levels, in particular the
 enterprise and its component firms.

 Thus Kornai's models of capitalism and so-
 cialism tend to conflate these two distinct or-
 ganizational levels. This shortcoming is linked
 to another one: the failure to distinguish dif-
 ferent stages of development of capitalism.
 There is only one model of capitalism, that of
 classical capitalism in which firms engage in
 perfect competition. The advent of advanced
 or monopoly capitalism can be linked to the
 growth of the large corporation and with it the
 development of hierarchical relations among
 its constituent firms. As Chandler (1962) has
 shown, the large corporation proved to be suc-
 cessful only where the centralized, functionally
 departmentalized structure gave way to an or-
 ganizational structure based on semi-
 autonomous divisions operating as profit cen-
 ters. Yet no matter how autonomous are the
 divisions they are still bound into a paternalis-
 tic relationship with the center with all the
 potentially disruptive effects we discovered at
 Allied. In other words, like the decentraliza-
 tion reforms in the Soviet Union and Eastern
 Europe, the transition to the multidivisional
 structure ameliorated but did not eliminate the
 transaction costs (Williamson, 1975, 1981) of
 the large corporation. We see this reflected in
 the difficulties facing some of the biggest U.S.
 corporations today and in the move toward
 conglomeration. For example, during its de-
 mise United States Steel displayed many of the
 problems normally attributed to socialist plan-
 ning. It is not a coincidence, perhaps, that the
 move toward "mini-mills," that is, small au-
 tonomous mills using electric arc furnaces, is
 most pronounced in the United States and that
 United States Steel, for example, has been a
 frontrunner in the diversification of invest-
 ment.

 On the other hand, where Hungarian firms
 are not insulated from the state by a corporate
 structure, they are more likely to display the
 features we found at Allied, and conform to
 their stereotype. Thus, in our study of the
 Hungarian steel industry, where the three large
 enterprises do not contain semi-autonomous

 divisions such as Bdnki, we found the distinc-
 tive problems of shortages, inefficiency and
 bad planning. It would seem then that in the
 present phase of socialist development the
 chances for technically efficient firms are en-
 hanced by an enterprise structure which con-
 tains autonomous units linked by economic
 ties. While the enterprise center will bargain
 with the state its constituent firms are more
 insulated from the wider political arena. It is
 perhaps no coincidence that despite all the talk
 of decentralization, the average size of the
 Hungarian enterprise has continued to increase
 since the economic reforms of 1968. Contrary
 to conventional wisdom, the multidivisional
 corporate structure, that is the very structure
 which is now facing grave difficulties in ad-
 vanced capitalism, may be conducive to effi-
 ciency in state socialist countries.

 At a theoretical level, these speculations
 suggest that the models based on shortage and
 overproduction economies that we developed
 earlier in the paper are inadequate. Both ad-
 vanced capitalist and state socialist societies
 display features of both types of economy but
 at different levels. However, this is not another
 version of convergence theory, for the most
 important determinant of the character of a
 society is the outermost ring: the hierarchical
 relations of state to enterprise in state so-
 cialism, and the market relations among enter-
 prises in advanced capitalism. To be sure, the
 market fills functional gaps in the state socialist
 economy and the state performs a similar
 plumbing role in advanced capitalism, but
 these interventions are supplementary. They
 do not alter but reflect the underlying dif-
 ferences between the two types of society.
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